GCI POWER TOOLS FOR CONTENT EXPORT

The real leverage and value of ECM systems are driven by the way the contents of the
system are used. Faster business processes, better business decisions, more effective
collaboration are all dependent on ECM system outputs.
Sometimes, the value of those system outputs is found in the ability to extract data (documents, files, images,
etc.) for use in a system managed by an entirely different organization. The keys to success in such a setting
are found in the ease with which the data objects can be selected and the level of control over how the final
data set is formed. GCI PowerTools for Content Export is designed to exactly meet these requirements.
PowerTools for Content Export facilitates the
extraction of documents and metadata from OpenText
Content Server in a format that can be provided to
clients or other stakeholders. For example, a Contract
Research Organization (CRO) or a Pharmaceutical
Services Company could easily aggregate their
scientific findings and results and prepare them for
delivery, further extending the value they provide to
their clients. Another example is when companies
need to submit a collection of documents to a
governmental body for compliance to a regulation.
Downloading the collection and its metadata in
an intact XML can facilitate the delivery of such a
collection.

Key Features
Readily define the Content Server
information required within the export
file
Provides the ability to define the
structure of the exported XML
metadata
Schedule periodic content exports to
create regular archives

PowerTools for Content Export’s user interface is similar to that of GCI PowerTools for Deployments and is
designed for end user use. PowerTools for Content Export allows end users to mark files for export, define data
transformation parameters in a style sheet, and then export the data and move them to a location chosen by
the end user. Also available is an Agent Scheduler Extension that supports the advanced scheduling of exports
(monthly, for example).

For further information and demonstrations of GCI PowerTools for
Content Export, please visit our website at globalcents.com/ptce
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